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Background

Some previous studies in this series

• Investigating app design and content and influences on students’ 
learning pathways (NE/year 1, 2013-4)

• Mobile device and app design and learning collaboration (year 5/6, 
2015)

• Apps as digital scaffolds for learning experiment procedures (year 5/6, 
2017)

• Coding and computational thinking in early years mathematics (NE/year 
1, 2016)

• Understanding student talk in mobile device-supported learning 
environments (NE/year 1, 2014)
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Research challenges

Mobility

Observer effects

Personal learning space

Capturing whole class data

Capturing user-device interaction

Apple’s ‘walled garden’
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The Display Recorder 
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Why study animated simulations?

• Mathematics processes and basic computational procedures (using VMs; 
Bullock, Moyer-Packerman, Shumway, MacDonald & Watts, 2015; Rosen & Hoffman, 2009; Steen, Brooks & 
Lyon, 2006)

• Special Education (ASD) subtraction processes (using VMs; Bouck, 
Satsangi, Doughty & Courtney, 2013)

• Science (older students) (Zacharias, Olympiou & Papaevripidou, 2008 ; Jaakkola & Nurmi 
2008, Wang and Tseng, 2018)  
 
Comparative studies exploring different combinations of  
simulations and concrete experiences reported  
generally favourable outcomes with older students

Very few studies have been undertaken involving 
young children learning with simulations, and none 
could be found investigating their use in science
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Research Description

Research Aim

To investigate whether interactive animated simulations can assist 
young students to learn simple circuit concepts, and to understand the 
process by which any such learning occurs


To what extent do students’ learning processes when engaged with 
simulations, align with Kolb’s ELT elements?


What evidence exists that app simulations are effective for introducing 
basic circuit-building procedures and electricity concepts to young 
students?

Questions 
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Participant profile and research 
context

Thirty-eight new entrant 5-year olds (20 girls and 18 boys), at school for 
just over 3 months

Three teachers: one lead teacher 
(experienced, 20+ years)

Two less experienced (<5 years). 
Lead teacher involved in previous 
studies

Middle decile small town school 
(520 students)

Flexible learning space (ILE)
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Pedagogy, organisation and learning 
design

Nineteen student pairs (mixed, different abilities, collaboration)

Series of 7 lessons (25-30 
minutes each)

Existing knowledge canvassed informally (discussion)

Teacher role - introduction and 
continuous scaffolded support (not 
direct instruction)

Problem-based
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The simulations

DC circuit builder

Electronics for kids

Exploriments simple circuits

Parallel bulbs
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Theoretical framework
for learning processes, adapted from Kolb, 1984
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Data collection and coding
Conceptual learning and learning processes

 
Data analysed: 20 hours of display and audio capture (from 31.5 hrs)


Five hour sample double blind coded. Data units defined


Remaining 15 hours RA coded, 5 hrs cross checked (Studiocode). 
Rater agreement (kappa ).604-.727 (good) across target concepts:

Circuit concepts 

Operating circuits are closed  


Series circuits


Parallel circuits


Resistance in circuits


Controlling current in circuits


Learning processes 

Reflective observation


Abstract conceptualising


Active experimentation
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Code descriptors
Learning processes

ELT phase Colour code in 
sample data

Explanation Examples in data

Concrete experience N/A Introducing students to the tasks. 
Teacher-led focus activity

Introduction to challenge tasks and simulations at the 
beginning of each session. Short revision of learning from 
prior session

Reflective observation Reflective comment following or 
during observation about circuit 
attribute, behaviour or performance

Questioning why circuit/s they built were behaving or 
performing in particular ways

Abstract 
conceptualising

Speculating about, or suggesting 
reasons for circuit behaviour or 
performance. Emergence of 
tentative theories explaining 
observations

Suggesting possible reasons for or explaining observed 
behaviour or performance. Suggesting changes to circuits if 
performance or behaviour was not as expected, or ways 
circuits could be improved. Theory (reason/explanation) 
generation

Active 
experimentation

Applying and testing tentative 
theories or explanations in new 
scenarios (across simulations and 
challenges)

Verbal and visual evidence of transferring and testing 
tentative theories between simulations and challenges. 
References to, or application of, previously-developed 
concepts or knowledge in new situations (in simulations or 
challenges)

Codes and explanations  

Reflective observation (following 
or during - circuit attribute, 
behaviour or performance) 

Abstract conceptualising 
(emerging theories explaining 
observations) 

Active experimentation (applying 
or testing theories)
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Code descriptors
Circuit concepts

Concept 
(code)

Circuit 
knowledge 
(sub-codes)

Indicative data from 
display recorder

Explanation of code (and students’ responses) 
(NB: ‘appliance’ includes bulbs, toys etc.)

Operating 
circuits are closed 
(uninterrupted)

Circuits must 
be continuous

Circuit not working 
due to missing 
component/appliance

Operating circuits must be closed (retrospective 
debugging to locate fault usually caused by 
missing wire or appliance)

Checking there are no 
gaps or spaces in 
circuit while building 
it

Operating circuits must be closed (checking all 
components are included while constructing, not 
retrospective)

Checking 
connections

Wires or appliances must be accurately connected 
(retrospective debugging connections when 
circuit doesn’t work)

Series circuits Current has 
only one path 
in a series 
circuit

Remove one 
appliance and others 
stop working

In a series circuit if one appliance is removed it 
creates a ‘gap’, stopping current to other 
appliances (inserting or removing appliances 
and commenting on effect)Ordering of 

appliances does not 
affect their 
performance

In a series circuit the order of appliances doesn’t 
affect their performance (changing order of 
appliances and/or commenting on the nil effect of 
doing this)Appliances 

‘share’ voltage 
in series 
circuits

All bulbs are dim The more bulbs there are in a series circuit, the 
dimmer they will be (comments such as bulbs are 
‘dim’ or ‘weak’)

All toys go slow The more toys there are in a series circuit, the 
slower they will go (comments relating to 
slowness of toys’ actions)

Parallel circuits Current has 
more than one 
path in a 
parallel circuit

Remove one 
appliance and others 
keep working

In a parallel circuit, each appliance has its own 
current ‘branch’ (inserting or removing 
appliances and commenting on nil effect on 
others)Laddering’ appliances Connecting appliances in a ladder-like formation 
(‘piggy-backing’ bulbs/appliances by terminal-
to-terminal connection)

Appliances get 
the same 
voltage in a 
parallel circuit

All bulbs are bright In a parallel circuit, all bulbs will be bright 
(comments such as all bulbs are bright and/or 
‘glowing circle’ is the same size)

All toys go fast In a parallel circuit, all toys ‘go fast’ (comments 
relating to ‘equally fast speed’ of toys

Resistance Resistance 
affects current

Bulbs change 
brightness

Variable (slider) and fixed resistor components 
affect appliance performance (comments relating 
to effect of manipulating variable or including 
fixed resistor on appliance performance)Controlling 

current in circuits
Switches 
control current

Switches turn 
appliances on and off

Manipulating switches in circuits controls current 
to appliances (opening and closing switch and 
noting effect on all appliances)

Switches can control 
different appliances 
in parallel circuits

Manipulating different switches in a parallel 
circuit can control current to separate appliances 
(opening and closing switch and noting effect on 
individual appliances)A master switch can 

control current to all 
appliances in a 
parallel circuit

A master switch can control current in a parallel 
circuit containing multiple appliances and 
switches (opening and closing master switch and 
noting effect on appliances, regardless of state 

Codes and explanations 

Operating circuits are closed (uninterrupted 
current) 

Series circuits (current has one path, 
‘sharing’ of voltage) 

Parallel circuits (current has more than one 
path, same voltage to resistors) 

Resistance (resistance affects current) 

Controlling current (switches control current)
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Studiocode

Display data coded 
on Studiocode 
timelines using code 
templates  
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Data export to Excel
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Data sample
Switches, parallel circuits, reflective observation, abstract conceptualising
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Data sample
Series, circuits closed, reflective observation, abstract 
conceptualising, active experimentation
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Results
Conceptual learning

Notable results 

‘Snap to’ tolerances and 
animated current flow 
supported understanding of 
‘closed’ circuits (continuous vs 
stalled current) 

Although circuit components 
were visually different, 
understanding of their function 
transferred (switches as 
‘gates’, ‘pumps’) 

Emerging knowledge of 
differences between series 
and parallel circuits: current 
pathways and voltage 
(different circuits with different 
characteristics) 
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Results
Consumption misconceptions emerging 

…oh… it goes both ways… see… it still 
goes ‘round (S) (image 3) (parallel, 
switches)…(long pause)… 
…it’s got a choice (J)… (pause)… (parallel) 
but if we open the other one (pause, image 
4)… then it doesn’t… (switches)… (pause) 
…it has to be shut to choose… (parallel) (S)
… (pause)… 
… it looks like a road with funny cars, eh! 
(J)… (pause)… 
Yeah! (S)… 
… I wonder why the energy bars are all 
different? (J)… 
… maybe the light uses some up… (S)… 
(consumption misconception) 

Transcript (S & J)
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Results
Learning processes

Notable results 

Some evidence of emerging 
ability to conceptualise from 
reflection on observations and 
generate testable theories, but 
observation was generally 
descriptive (what happened, not 
why and what does it mean?) 

Fading of ELT loop. Most 
bypassed conceptualising 
through ‘direct’ transfer back to 
concrete experience (i.e., copied 
between simulations) 

Ability to conceptualise 
supported informed 
experimentation (students knew 
what they were doing and why)
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The revised ELT model 
from Kolb (1984)
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Summary

• Animated simulations were effective for supporting basic circuit concept knowledge 
(of components, operating circuits as closed etc.) and for some, emerging 
understandings of differences between parallel and series circuits (voltage, current 
pathways etc). App design supported these (electrons, bulb brightness, variable 
voltage, variable resistors) 

• Design of one simulation appeared to introduce misconceptions related to current 
being ‘consumed’ by resistors (changes to/reduction in electrons)

• Limited theory generation, testing and transfer. Most students moved directly from 
observation (descriptive) back to experience, although early ideas about differences in 
current and voltage in different circuit designs (and testing these), were present in 
some data (although these were not necessarily scientifically accurate)

• Kolb’s ELT was a very useful analytical lens, but findings support Bergsteiner, Avery 
& Neumann’s (2010) critique that it represents an oversimplification of the learning 
process, particularly as it relates to young children
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Further work
Chapter proposal

Exploring these students’ learning 
transfer from the animated simulations 
to equivalent real tasks using equipment


A metacognitive thinking and strategy 
analysis (Georghiades, 2000)



Thank you


